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ABSTRACT


Five populations of the red milkweed beetle, *Tetraopes tetaophthalum* (Forster) (Coleoptera: Cerambycidae), in central Vermont and New Hampshire were sampled throughout the season and individual beetles were flight tested. The vagility of the populations (mean flight duration per sample) varied significantly during the season, with peak vagility coinciding with the flowering peak of its host plant during the 1st 3 wks of July. The findings show that it is possible to predict seasonal variation in vagility using basic life history information — lifespan, emergence times, and age-related patterns of vagility. Implications for pest management are suggested.

Vagility is the capacity of an organism to disperse over a wide area. It is a measurable attribute and one that is more informative than dispersal tendency, which is simply the likelihood of emigration. In flying insects, vagility consists of 3 components — the tendency to initiate flight, the tendency to exhibit sustained flight, and the tendency to move away from the point of departure. Since flight duration of insects is known to vary significantly with age (Dingle 1965, Rygg 1966, Rose 1972), and the age structure of most insect populations changes dramatically during a season, the vagility of a population must also change with time. The only such data available, however, are for polymorphic species in which the proportion of long and short winged forms have been measured (Denno 1978, Vepsalainen 1978, Lamb and MacKay 1979), or for species with nondiapauing sedentary summer generations and a diapausing vagile winter generation (Iheagwam 1977).

This paper describes the seasonal variation in one aspect of vagility, flight duration, of populations of a univoltine monomorphic macropterous species, the red milkweed beetle, *Tetraopes tetaophthalum* (Forster) (Coleambycidae).

Methods and Materials

*Tetraopes* is host specific to common milkweed, *Asclepias syriaca*, is univoltine, and is macropterus throughout its range in the north central and eastern United States (Chemsak 1963). In New England, the 1st beetles emerge in late June and populations persist until the middle of Aug.

Using available information on the age structure of *Tetraopes* populations during a season (Hartman 1977, Edgren and Calhoun 1958, Chemsak 1963) and the influence of age on the flight ability of individual beetles (Davis 1980), I project the seasonal variation in vagility for a population. To test the projection, I sampled 5 *Tetraopes* populations in the Connecticut River Valley in Vermont and New Hampshire throughout summer 1979. On each occasion, I collected 18 beetles at random from the population and kept them in individual containers in a temperature controlled chamber (28°C) for 2-3 h before flight testing them.

The beetles were flight tested using a still air tethering technique (Dingle 1965). Individual beetles were suspended from an applicator stick with a small bit of adhesive for a period of 30 min. Loss of tarsal contact was sufficient to provoke flight and total cumulative flight time (usually encompassing from 1-5 flights) was recorded during the 30-min test period. Over 300 beetles were flight tested in this study.

Results

Projection of Seasonal Flight Variation

Flight duration of *Tetraopes* is known to vary with age (Fig. 1). Using the age related flight data (Fig. 1 dashed line), I obtained a mean flight duration value for each day of a beetle’s life. For example, the flight value for day 14 is 7.85 min, for day 23, 3.95 min, and for day 51, 0.80 min. However, the lifespans of the beetles used to obtain the age related flight durations (Fig. 1) were significantly extended (up to 9 wks) in the favorable laboratory environment. Field estimates of the lifespans of *Tetraopes* is 4 wks. (Edgren and Calhoun 1958, Chemsak 1963). Moreover, *Tetraopes* has a tenal period of ca. 6 days, during which the beetles remain in or near the soil at the base of their host plant. Thus the only data for days 7-35 were used to project flight data.

*Tetraopes* populations build up steadily in size...
To project seasonal variation in vagility, I assumed an equal number of beetles emerged on each of the 1st 28 days of the season and that all beetles lived for ca. 4 wks. The mean population vagility (MPV) for any one of the 1st 28 days is equal to the sum of the flight duration values for each age class present, divided by the number of age classes, i.e.,

\[ \text{MPV} (i=28) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{28} F_i}{d} \]

where \( F_i \) is the flight duration value for an individual \( i \) days old, and \( d \) is the age of population (1–28). The mean population vagility for any one of the last 28 days (29–56) is calculated in the same way, except there are progressively fewer age classes as \( d \) increases.

Thus \( \text{MPV} (i>28) = \frac{\sum_{i=d-28}^{28} F_i}{57-d} \)

**Measured Seasonal Flight Duration**

Fig. 2A shows that the actual measured seasonal flight variation for a single population in West Lebanon, NH is quite close to the projected variation. The combined seasonal flight variation for all 5 populations sampled follows the same trajectory (Fig. 2B).

The proportion of long fliers, arbitrarily determined to be those individuals that flew longer than 6 min, also varies during the season (Fig. 3A). However, the proportion of long fliers peaks after 2 wks, well before the population reaches its max-

**Discussion**

The findings from all 5 populations indicate that in the Connecticut River Valley in Vermont and New Hampshire, *Tetraopes* populations are most vagile during the 1st 3 wks of July. It is significant that the seasonal variation in vagility corresponds so closely to the phenology of the beetle’s host plant. In central Vermont and New Hampshire, I have found *Asclepias* plants in flower from the 3rd week in June to the 3rd week in Aug. The number of plants flowering early and late is very low, however, and peak flowering occurs during July.
Hartman (1977) found that *Tetraopes* individuals that ate only leaves produced fewer offspring than those that ate flowers as well as leaves. Hartman argued that the coincident peaks of flowering and beetle population size in mid-July was due to selection against beetles that emerged at times when flowers are scarce. If flowers are very important to the fitness of *Tetraopes*, then it may be adaptive for beetles to disperse during a period when the quality of milkweed patches (flower availability) can be assessed. The vagility data from this study are consistent with this hypothesis.

It must be noted that not only age, but the reproductive state of an individual may be expected to influence vagility. It is believed that dispersal in many insect species is accomplished primarily by prereproductive adults (Johnson 1969). Rearing experiments with *Tetraopes* females previously collected from the field and flight tested have shown that at least some of the long flying females are gravid, indicating that new *Tetraopes* populations could be established by one individual (Davis, unpublished data).

While vagility can be a population attribute, it is still the product of certain life history factors of the individuals, i.e., lifespan, emergence times, and variation in vagility with age. The most important finding of this study is not the elucidation of the seasonal variation in the vagility of a *Tetraopes* population, but that this seasonal variation can be predicted quite accurately from these life history parameters. This means that the seasonal variation in vagility for any insect species should be predictable, given the essential life history information. In insects that are multivoltine, the calculations will be more complex, but the seasonal variation in vagility can be projected as long as the age structure of the population is known throughout the season.

Of course flight duration is only one component of vagility. The tendency to initiate flight may also be important in influencing the tendency to disperse widely, and it is possible that this attribute also varies seasonally. Preliminary data for *Tetraopes* indicate that the seasonal variation in this attribute is much less than the seasonal variation in flight duration (Davis, unpublished data).

A projection of the seasonal variation in vagility might be helpful for pest management programs. The effectiveness of certain control measures often depends upon when the measure is applied. By identifying peak dispersal periods, pest managers can apply appropriate control measure before large scale dispersal occurs. One way to identify peak dispersal times is to conduct large scale trapping programs in the field throughout the season. This paper shows that this same information might be obtained with a more limited and less time consuming field effort supplemented by vagility projections from life history data that might already be available.
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